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Let 6 be a closed *-derivation from a C*-subalgebra & of B(H) into B(H) and 
let there exist a closed symmetric operator S such that b c 6,s, that is, for A E D(6) 
AD(S) s D(S) and 4A)lool=ilX AllDo,. 
Symmetric &extensions of S are investigated, i.e., such symmetric extensions T of S 
that 6 E 6,, In particular, it is shown that if S has equal and finite deliciency- 
indices and if i$.(s and .d does not have finite-dimensional representations 
(.zI’ = C(H), for example), then there exists a self-adjoint a-extension of S. C‘ 1988 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let d be a C*-subalgebra of the algebra B(H) of all bounded operators 
on a Hilbert space H. A closkd *-derivation 6 from d into B(H) is a linear 
mapping from a subalgebra D(6) dense in d into B(H) such that 
(i) 6(M) = 6(A)B+ Ad(B), if A, BE D(6); (ii) A, ED(~), A, + A, and 
&A,) + B implies A E D(6) and 6(A) = B; (iii) A ED(~) implies A* E D(6) 
and &A*) = 6(A)*. If ~(A)Ez$ for all A ED(S), then 6 is a closed 
*-derivation of d. Since any C*-algebra can be represented as a closed 
*-subalgebra of B(H) in a Hilbert space H, our study also includes all 
unbounded closed *-derivations of C *-algebras. 
For every n set II( (A ED(~): @(A)ED(~) for 1 ,<kdn- l}. All 
D(P) are *-subalgebras of &‘. In [7] it was shown that it is possible to 
introduce a new norm 11 (In in D(P) so that it becomes a totally symmetric 
algebra. The closure of D(P) in & is a C*-subalgebra of JZZ’ and we denote 
it by C(P) (C(6)=&‘). 
THEOREM 1.1 [7]. If A E D(P) and if A is invertible in &, then 
A-’ E D(F) so that @(A) = Sp,,,.,(A). 
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Using Theorem 1.1 and repeating the proof of 1.3.7 in [S] one can prove 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2. Every *-homomorphism of D(P) into a C*-algebra 93 
extends to a *-homomorphism of C(F) into 9#. 
Let S be a closed symmetric operator on H such that D(S) is dense 
in H. Set D(ais)= {A EB(H): (1) AD(S)GD(S) and A*D(S)r D(S); 
(2) (SA - WI D(S) extends to a bounded operator [S, A] on H}. Then 
his(A) = i[S, A] is a closed *-derivation from the closure C(dn) of D(his) 
into B(H). A particular case of such derivation, when S is self-adjoint, was 
considered in [6]. A bounded strictly irreducible representation of D(6,,) 
was constructed which is not similar to a *-representation of D(dis) and 
does not extend to a bounded representation of C(his). 
In Section 2 we use Theorem 1.1 to show that every finite-dimensional 
irreducible representation of D(F) extends to a bounded representation of 
C(P) which is similar to a *-representation. 
DEFINITION. Let 6 be a closed *-derivation from d into B(H) and let 
there exist a symmetric operator S such that 6 c his, that is, D(6) c D(his) 
and 6(A) = his(A) = i[S, A]. If T is a symmetric extension of S such that 
6 c dir, then we say that T is a symmetric h-extension of S. 
Bratteli and Robinson [l] proved that if the algebra of compact 
operators C(H) is contained in d, then for every closed *-derivation 6 on 
d there exists a symmetric operator S on H such that 6 c Ji,. Nakazato 
[9] investigated the case when .F4 = C(H) and 6 anticommutes with 
an involutive *-antiautomorphism of C(H). He proved that if S has 
finite deficiency-indices n+(S) and n-(S), then there exists a self-adjoint 
h-extension of S. 
In Section 3 we investigate an arbitrary C*-subalgebra d of B(H) 
and a closed *-derivation 6 from d into B(H) such that 6 c di,. We 
show that there always exists a maximal symmetric d-extension T of S. 
Using results of Section 2 we prove in Theorem 3.11 that if ZE r;4 and 
n+(T)+n-(T)<co, then 
where {zj}f= I is a set of irreducible * -representations of d. If ZZ’ does not 
have finite-dimensional representations, and if T is not self-adjoint hen 
n+(T)+np(T)=oo. 
We also investigate the case when ZE cc4 and & has only one finite- 
dimensional irreducible representation and it is one-dimensional and the 
case when 14 d and d does not have finite-dimensional *-representations 
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(for example, C(H)). We show that if n+(S) + n- (S) < co and if T is a 
maximal symmetric &extension of S, then T is a maximal symmetric 
operator, that is, either n+(T) =0 or n(T) =O. If, in addition, 
n+(S) = n_(S), then T is a self-adjoint b-extension. In Theorem 3.13 we 
consider some conditions on S such that n+(S) = n -(S), so that S has a 
self-adjoint S-extension. 
2. EXTENSION OF FINITE-DIMENSIONAL IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS 
DEFINITION. Let d be a Banach algebra with the identity 1 and let 98 
be its subalgebra (not necessarily closed) such that 1~98. We say that g 
possesses property (IN) if A E .@ and A is invertible in ic4 implies A - ’ E a. 
EXAMPLES. (1) 99 is a closed *-subalgebra of a C *-algebra. 
(2) .d = C(6”) and 6? = D(gn), where 6 is a closed *-derivation from 
a C*-subalgebra of B(H) into B(H). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 98 be a dense subalgebra qf a Banach algebra d and let 
6? possess property (IN). 
(i) Let J be a left ideal of 99 and let I be the closure of J in &‘. If 1 E I, 
then J= 9#. 
(ii) Let J be a 2-sided ideal in 98 such that the quotient algebra g/J is 
isomorphic to the algebra of all complex matrices Mk(c) and let 
{E;,Ji,j= 1, . . . . k} b e a matrix unit in .%9 module J. If I is the closure of J in 
d, then .&/I is isomorphic to Mk(@), all Eij do not belong to I, for every 
A E .F4 the decomposition A = Cf: ,= , l.,jEij + B, BE I, is unique, and 
J=Ing. 
Proof: If 1 E Z, then there exists (B,l;= 1 in J such that B, -+ 1. Then all 
B, such that I/ 1- B,,II < 1 are invertible in .r4. By (IN), B; ’ E ?8 so that 
1 = B,y ’ B,, E J and J= 93. Part (i) is proved. 
We can always choose E, in such a way that C:= 1 Eij = 1. Suppose that 
there exists E, which belongs to I. Then every Er, = EpiE,iEj,,, mod J 
belongs to Z, so that 1 = Cf=, E,, also belongs to 1, which contradicts (i). 
If a linear combination JJf, =, J.u E, = A belongs to I and if Ajo10 # 0, then 
,‘.io,oE,,, = E,,,,AE,,,, mod J, so that E,, belongs to I. Therefore all linear 
combinations of E, do not belong to I. 
Let A E .d. Then there exists a sequence B, = Et,= 1 1; E, + C,, C, E J, 
B, E 9?‘, and J-7 E @, which converges to A. For all 1, p 
E,,B E =$E,,,+D;, m PP D;EJ 
converges to E,,AE,,,. Suppose that {/A;/ > is not bounded. Choosing a 
subsequence /Agrl --+ co, we obtain that 
E,p + D;/A5’ + 0, 
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so that E,P E 1. Since no E,p belongs to Z, { IA;1 } is bounded. Choosing a 
subsequence A;d’ which converges to A,,, we obtain that DT-+ D,t, E I and 
that E,,AE,,,, = A,,, E,r, + D,. Therefore 
E,AE,= i I-E,,+C, 
I./-l “’ 
where C= C&=, Drl~ I. Hence d/Z is isomorphic to Mk(@). If 
A = Ct,=,AbE,+C’ is another decomposition of A, then 
C: j=, (XL- I,,)E, = C- C’ E Z, which is only possible if all “I= I.,.,. 
Therefore the decomposition is unique. 
Now let A belong to In &? and assume that A does not belong to J. 
Then A = Et, = I %, E,, + C, C E J. Since A E Z, there exists a sequence {B, >, 
B, E J, which converges to A. Then B, - C converges to C: j=, iliE,. Since 
all B,, - C belong to J, C: j=, AliE,, belongs to Z, which is only possible if 
all j./, = 0. Thus In 93 = J, which completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 9I be a dense subalgebra of a Banach algebra d 
and let 93 possess property (IN). Zf x is a finite-dimensional irreducible 
representation of 33, then IC is bounded and extends to a bounded irreducible 
representation 7c0 of d. 
Proof Let k be the dimension of 7~. Since z is irreducible, ~(9) = 
M,(C). Let {eVl i, j= 1, . . . . k} be a matrix unit in Mk(C). Choosing E, 
in 98 so that TC(E,) = eV and C% 1 Eii= 1, we obtain that 
3?=Kern/Cfjj=, {E,}, where {E,Ii,j=l,...,k} is amatrix unit in 33 
modulo Ker z and where {E,} are one-dimensional subspaces in 93 
generated by E,. 
By Lemma 2..1, & = Z i Ct ;= , (E,}, where Z is the closure of Ker rr. Let 
A=C:,=, %,E,+ BE&‘, where BEZ. Set 
q,(A) = i ,I,je,. 
i,j= I
Obviously 7c0 extends IK. Let A” = xt,= 1 2; E, + B” converge to 
A = Ct j= , 1, E, + B, as m + 00, where B and all B” belong to I. For every 
1 and p 
converges to E,tAE,, = ,I,,, E,* + B,p, as m -+ co, where all B; and B,p belong 
to I. Repeating the same argument as in Lemma 2.1, we obtain that 
%5 -+ I, and B$ -+ B,p, as m -P co. Then rc,(A”) = C:j= 1 AYe, converges to 
n,(A) = 1: j= I A,jeV. Therefore rrO is bounded and the theorem is proved. 
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DEFINITION. A representation rc of a * -algebra & on a Hilbert space H 
is similar to a * -representation of d if there exists an invertible operator 
TE B(H) such that Tz( .) T-’ is a *-representation of d. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 7~ he a finite-dimensional irreducible representation 
of D(F). 
(i) 71 is bounded and extends to a bounded irreducible representation 
7c(J of C(P). 
(ii) z is similar to a *-representation of D(X’). 
(iii) Kern is a *-ideal of D(hn). 
Proof By Theorem 1. I, D(F) possesses the property (IN) and the 
proof of (i) follows from Theorem 2.2. 
Christensen [2] proved that any irreducible bounded representation of a 
C*-algebra is similar to a *-representation of this algebra. Therefore there 
exists an invertible operator T such that Tz,( .) T-’ is a *-representation of 
C(S”), so that Tx( .) T ’ is a * -representation of D(F). Part (ii) is proved. 
Since Ker rc = Ker( TzT- ‘), (iii) follows from (ii), which completes the 
proof. 
Remark 2.4. If a C *-algebra d does not contain an identity element 1, 
then it can be embedded in a canonical fashion in a larger C*-algebra 
d= d + Cl with identity. One may then extend a closed *-derivation 6 of 
,& to a closed *-derivation 5 of d by setting D(p) = D(F) + Cl and 
$(A +21)=6(A), AED( AE@. 
If n is a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of D(dn) then 
il(A+U)=n(‘4)+;11,, A E D(cY) 
is its extension to D(p). From this it follows that Theorem 2.3 holds if 6 is 
a closed *-derivation from a C*-algebra d without an identity into B(H). 
3. SYMMETRIC &EXTENSIONS OF SYMMETRIC OPERATORS 
In this section we assume that 6 is a closed *-derivation from a 
C*-subalgebra d of B(H) into B(H) and that there exists a closed sym- 
metric operator S on H such that D(S) is dense in H and that 6 GS~~, 
that is. 
AD(S) G D(S) and b(A) = i[S, A] for A E D(6). 
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We shall investigate closed symmetric &extensions of S, that is, such sym- 
metric extensions T of S that 
AD(T)c_D(T) and G(A)=i[T,A] 
DEFINITION. Let Y? = H @ H. Set 
for A E D(S). 
For K=(y i) and for A~d(6) set a#=Ka*K=($’ 6yZ)). 
D(6) is algebraically isomorphic to d(6). In [6] it was proved that 
,d(6) is a totally symmetric algebra with respect to involution #, that is, 
every element of the form I2 + A^ # A^ is invertible in d(6). 
DEFINIION. By Lat d(6) we denote the lattice of all closed subspaces in 
X invariant for all operators from d(6). 
Let R be a closed operator on H. Set 
The following lemma is well known and can be easily proved. 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) Let 6 be a closed *-derivation from d into B(H) and let 
S be a symmetric closed operator such that D(S) is dense in H. Then 6 c 6, 
if and only if M;, belongs to Lat d( 6). 
(ii) If M,E Lat d(6), then Mis+,,2~ Lat d(6) and M,,. +,,* E 
Lat z%‘(s) for any t E @, where I, is the identity in B(H). 
Let S be a symmetric closed operator and D(S) be dense in H. It is well 
known that for every A, Im 2 > 0, 
D(S*) = D(S) i N,(S) i Nx(S), 
where N,(S) = { XED(S*): S*x=Ix}. n, =dimN,,(S) are called 
deficiency-indices of S. We shall often omit S in N,(S) when it is clear what 
operator S we are dealing with. Set 
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Then (see, for example, XII, 4, Lemma 10 in [4]) fi;. are closed subspaces 
in 2 and 
and dim fi+(=n_+ 
M;s*=M,s@19,i,0~; (1) 
DEFINITION. Let Q be an orthoprojection on a Hilbert space H. Put 
J= Q - (I- Q). Then [x, y] = (Jx, y) is a bilinear continuous form on H. 
Put k + = dim Q, k_ = dim(l- Q), and k = min(k +, km ). Then H is called 
a I7,-space (if k < co, then H is a Pontrjagin space). For every A E B(H) 
put A + = JA*J. Then [Ax, y] = [x, A + y] and “+” is a new involution on 
B(H). Let 9J be a * -algebra. Its representation rc in H is called J-symmetric 
if z(B*) = n(B)+ for all B~99. A closed subspace L in H is called a null 
subspace if [x, ~1 = 0 for all x,y E L. 
LEMMA 3.2 (Ismagilov [S]). Let .d be a J-symmetric algebra in a space 
H of type fl,, k < GO, that is, A E &’ implies A + E sz2. Let d does not have 
null invariant subspaces in H. Then 
H=H’[+]H’[+]...[+]H”, 
where all the subspaces in the sum are orthogonal with respect to [ , ] and 
are invariant for &. 
If k = k ~, then Ho is positive ( [x, x] > 0 for x E Ho, x # 0); every H’ 
(j= 1 3 ..., m) is either a II,-space or a k,-dimensional negative subspace 
([x,x]<O,forxEHj,x#O)andC,“=,k,<k. 
Ifk=k+, then Ho is negative, every H’ (j= 1, . . . . m) is either a Il,-space 
or a k,-dimensional positive subspace. 
The restriction of d to Ho is a * -algebra and the restriction of d to every 
Hj (j= 1, . . . . m) is J-symmetric and irreducible. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a closed symmetric operator. Set N= N(S) = 
fij(S)@&,(S) and let P= P(S) be the orthoprojection on A and Q = Q(S) 
be the orthoprojection on A,. Set J= J(S) = Q - (P - Q). Then J2 = 2, if 
ziZ-~@~, J.??= -.5Zif.?~fi~.,, J*=J, and J*=P. Set 
C-t ?I = (J& 9) for .?, I; E A 
and 
n,(A) = PA^P for every A E D(6). 
Then fi is a space of type II,, where k, =n+, k =n_, and 
k = min(n _, n + ). Since M,, and Mi, * are invariant for all operators from 
G!(S), rcs is a representation of D(6) in N. 
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LEMMA 3.3. (i) For XEN,, CENT, and A ED(~) 
(‘42, 4;) = (1 + $i)(Ax, y) - igx, &A*) y), 
(i, A#$) = (1 + a/2)(& y) + iqx, &A *) 4’). 
Therefore 
and 
(22, j)= (ilAx + 6(A)x, ipy) + (Ax, y) 
= (1 +Ifi)(Ax, y)-iji(x, 6(A*)y), 
(a,A^#~)=(iAx,i~A*y$6(A*))?)+(x,A*y) 
= (1 + @)(Ax, y) + iL(x, 6(A*)y) 
and (i) is proved. 
If L=,u=i, then (k,$)=2(Ax,y)-(x,6(A*),v)=(&a#$). If 1= 
p = -i, then (A.?, I;) = 2(Ax, y) f (x, ??(A*) y) = (a, A#$). If I = -p = i, 
then (A.?, 3) = (x, 6(A*)v) = -(,I?, A^ “p). If J, = -p = -i, then (k, 8) = 
-(x, &(A*) .Y) = -(.?, a # p), which completes the proof of the lemma. 
THEOREM 3.4. zs is a J-symmetric representatioti of D(6) in A(S), that 
is, [ns(A)$ j-j = [Z-, n,(A*)j]. 
Proof: Since PJ = JP = J, for 2, j E r\i, 
[n,(A)& $1 = (PAP& Jj) = (h, Jp), 
[i, xs(A*) p] = (J& Pa# Pj) = (J& a” j). 
[da, J$] = (a?, , Q1) + (&, cl) - (A.?,, jz) - (h,, jz), 
[J~,Al’#]=(-~,,A#~,)-(a,,a#i,,)+(~-,,a’~,)-(a,,~#4,). 
Applying Lemma 3.3(ii), we conclude the proof of the theorem. 
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COROLLARY 3.5 (Nakazato [9]). If S is a maximal symmetric operator, 
that is, N-,(S) = (0) or N,(S) = { 0}, then 71.~ is a *-representation of D(6). 
THEOREM 3.6 [4]. (i) T is a closed symmetric extension of a closed sym- 
metric operator S tf and only tf D(T) = D(S) 4 ( V + I) L, where L is a 
closed subspace of N, and V is an isometry from L into Npi, and 
T(x+ y+ Vy)=Sx+iy-ivy, XED(S), YE L. 
(ii) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between closed sym- 
metric extensions T of S and closed null subspaces L of fi and 
Mi, = M,, 0 L( T). 
THEOREM 3.7. (i) Let 6 c his. There exists a one-to-one correspondence 
between closed symmetric S-extensions T of S and closed null subspaces L in 
N = i+(S) invariant for 7~s and the subspaces Mi, = Mis @ L(T) belong to 
Lat d(6). 
(ii) There exists a maximal &extension of S. 
Proof: Let T be a closed symmetric S-extension of S. By Lemma 3.1, 
Mi, belongs to Lat d(8). By Theorem 3.6(ii), there exists a null subspace 
i in N such that Mj, = M, 0 i. Therefore i is invariant for n,. If, on the 
other hand, i is a null subspace of fi invariant for nLY, then M, @ L E 
Lat d(6). By Theorem 3.6(ii), there exists a closed symmetric extension 
T of S such that Mj,= Me@ t. Therefore Mi,e Lat J&‘(S) and, by 
Lemma 3.1(i), T is a closed symmetric B-extension of S. Part (i) is proved. 
Let T1 and T2 be closed symmetric d-extensions of S. We say that 
T, d T, if Mi,, EM,,,. Let {TX}..,, be a linearly ordered set of closed 
symmetric b-extensions of S and let M be the closure of UzGy M;,. Then 
ME Lat d(d). For every cx E f let i, be the null subspace in fi such that 
MiT,=MjSOi~.IfT3L~T~,then~,c~I,.LetibetheclosureofU..,~, 
in 3. Then M = M,, @ i and L is a null subspace in fi, since [ , ] on 6 is 
continuous with respect to ( , ). By Theorem 3.6(ii), there exists a closed 
symmetric extension T of S such that M,,= M. Since ME Lat d(6), T is a 
d-extension of S. Therefore, by Zorn’s theorem, there exists a maximal 
symmetric b-extension of S which completes the proof. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let H be the direct sum of Hilbert spaces H, and H, and let 
p be a representation of an algebra B on H such that H, and H, are 
invariant for p. There exists a bounded invertible operator R on H such that 
RH, = H: and R( n, = 11 n, and such that H, and H f are invariant for the 
representation o= RpR-‘. Also a(A)I = p(A)I,, for all A EB. 
Proof Let P be the projection on H, along H,, that is, P2 = P, Px = x 
if XE H, and Px = 0 if XE H,, and let P, be the orthoprojection on H,. 
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Then 
POP= P, PP,= P,, 
(I- P&Z-P) = I- P,, (I- P)(Z- PO) = I- P. 
(2) 
Since H, and H, are invariant for all p(A), 
Pp(A)(Z-P)=O, (Z-P) p(A)P=O, 
poP(~)po=P(~)po. 
Set R=Z+P-P,. Then Rp’=I-P+P,, since, by (2), 
(3) 
(Z+P-P&Z-P+P,) 
and similarly (I- P + P,)(Z + P - P,) = I. 
If XEH,, then Rx=(Z+P-P,)x=x. If XEH:, then R-lx= 
(I-P+P,)x=(Z-P)xeH2. If XEH~, then Rx=(Z+P-P,)x= 
(I-P,)x~H:sothatRmapsH,onH :. Set a(A) = Rp(A)R-‘. It follows 
from (2) that 
Rp’PO= P 01 Rp’(I-P,)=Z-P, P,R= P, RP,= P,. (4) 
Therefore, by (3) and (4) 
P,a(A)(Z- P,) = P,Rp(A) R -‘(I- PO) 
= Pp(A)(Z- P) = 0, 
o(A)P,=Rp(A)R-‘P,=Rp(A)P, 
so that H, and Hf are invariant for a(A) and cr(A)jH, =P(A)I~,, which 
completes the proof. 
Let 6 c 6, and let T be a maximal symmetric J-extension of S. Let n k 
be deficiency-indices of T and let k = min(n +, n-). Then A(T) = 
fii( T) @ fiei( T) is a ZZ,-space and, by Theorem 3.4, rrT is a J-symmetric 
representation of D(6) in fi(T). Let Z be the maximal subspace in I?(T) 
such that rrTI z = 0. Since T is maximal, by Theorem 3.7, rrT does not have 
null invariant subspaces. Therefore Z is either positive or negative and 
fi( T) = 2 [ + ] 2 I, where Z ’ is a closed subspace of fi( T) orthogonal to Z 
in [ , ] and invariant for rcT. Let k < 00. By Lemma 3.2, 
A(T)=Z[+]fiO[+]ti’[+]...[+]I?, (5) 
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where all summands are invariant for 7cr- and n7-l A,, j = 1, . . . . m, are 
irreducible. Assume that k = n-. Then fi” is a positive space, all HI, 
j= 1, . . . . m, are either IZ,,-spaces or k,-dimensional negative spaces, and 
C/“= 1 k, d k. 
THEOREM 3.9. If all subspaces fi’, j= 1, ..,, m, are finite-dimensional, 
then n T extends to a bounded representation of the C *-algebra d which is 
similar to a * -representation qf .a?. 
Proof Using Lemma 3.8 we obtain that there exists a bounded 
invertible operator R such that 
@Lp, RZ=Z’, Rj(fi=ij, 
fi(T)=ZO@fiO@R'@ '.. @ii?, 
that all subspaces go, Z”, and ki, j= 1, . . . . m, are invariant for the 
representation cr=RnTR-’ of D(6), that (r)lga=nT1,+O, CTI~O=O, and that 
the restrictions ai of o to RI, j= 1, . . . . m, are irreducible representations of 
D(6). Since all representations g’, j= 1, . . . . m, are finite-dimensional, by 
Theorem 2.3, they extend to irreducible bounded representations pj of d 
which are similar to *-representations. 
Finally, fi” is a ositive subspace of R(T) closed with respect to the 
norm 11211 = F (a, 2). Since fi( T) is a Z7,-space, k < 03, one can prove that 
fro is also a complete space with respect to the norm l),ill, = Jfi. 
Therefore A” is a Hilbert space with respect to both inner products ( , ) 
and [ , 1. Hence there exists a bounded positive invertible operator V on 
fi” such that 
Set 
a’(A) is a representation of D(6) on fi”. By Theorem 3.4, [nT(A)$ J] = 
[a, nr(A *) $1 for i, p E fi” and A E D(6). Therefore 
[nr(A)2, j] = ( V7cT(‘4)i, VC) = (CO(A) vi, V@) 
=[i,nT(A*)~]=(Vi, Vn.(A*)F) 
= ( vi, oO(A *) vg), 
so that a’(A) is a * -representation of D(6). By Theorem 1.2, it extends to a 
bounded * -representation of &‘, which completes the proof of the theorem. 
In Theorem 3.9 we assumed that all subspaces I%“, j= 1, . . . . m, are linite- 
dimensional. For commutative C*-algebras this always holds. Naimark 
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[S] showed that any J-symmetric commutative algebra of operators in a 
lTk-space, k < co, has a k-dimensional invariant subspace. Let d be a com- 
mutative C *-algebra. Since all rr T 1 is,, j = 1, . . . . m, are irreducible and since 
all the algebras nT(&‘)I ,+, are J-symmetric and commutative, all subspaces 
fi’, j= 1, . . . . m, are one-dimensional. Therefore we obtain the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let d be a commutative C*-subalgebra of B(H), let 6 
be a closed *-derivation from d into B(H) such that 6 G his, and let T be a 
maximal symmetric &extension of S. Let zT be the representation of D(6) in 
fi(T)=fi;@fi’_,, which is a IT,-space, k=min(_n+, n). If k< co, then n7 
extends to a bounded representation of d in N(T) which is similar to a 
*-representation. 
By C(H) we denote the algebra of all compact operators. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let d be a C*-subalgebra of B(H), let 6 be a closed 
*-derivation from d into B(H), let S be a closed symmetric operator on H 
such that 6 G 6,s, and let T be a maximal symmetric h-extension of S. 
(i) Let ZE&. Zf 0 <n+(T) + n(T) < co, then there exist finite- 
dimensional irreducible *-representations 7ti, i= 1, . . . . p, of 1;4 such that 
;c, dimn,=n+(T)+n-(T). 
If d does not have finite-dimensional representations, then either T is self- 
adjoint or 
n+(T)+n(T)= cg 
(ii) Let IE d and let d have only one finite-dimensional irreducible 
*-representation p and let p be one-dimensional. 
(a) rfn+(T)+n-.(T)<co, then x~(A)=~(A)ZA(.), for AED( 
and either n + (T) = 0 or n I = 0, so that T is a maximal symmetric exten- 
sion of S. 
(b) Zfn+(S)=n(S)<co, then Tisself-udjoint. 
(iii) Let Z do not belong to &‘, let n+(T) + n_(T) < co and let q be the 
dimension of the maximal subspace Z in fi( T) such that rt T, z = 0. 
(a) If 0 < q < n + ( T) + n ~ ( T), then there exist finite-dimensional 
irreducible * -representations xi, i= 1, . . . . p, of d such that 
q+ i dimrr;=n+(T)+n_(T). 
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(b) If B does not have finite-dimensional representations (for 
example, d = C(H)), then zT(A ) = 0 f or all A E D(6), so that Z = fi( T) and 
T is a maximal symmetric operator. If n+(S) = n-(S) < 00, then T is self- 
adjoint. 
Proof If ZE -c9, then ~~(1) = Zficr, and Z= (0) in (5), so that (i) follows 
immediately from Theorem 3.9. 
Since dim fi( T) = n + (T) + n _ ( T) < co and since rc, extends to a bounded 
representation of & similar to a *-representation, II T(A) = p(A) Zfic T) for 
all A E D(6). If fi(T) is a Z7,-space and k #O, then there exists a null 
subspace invariant for nIIT which contradicts the assumption that T is 
maximal. Therefore k = 0, so that either n+(T) = 0 or n _ (T) = 0 and (a) is 
proved. Part (b) follows from (a) and from the fact that n + (T) - n ~ (T) = 
n+(S) - n_(S) = 0. (ii) is proved. The proof of (iii) follows from 
Theorem 3.9 from (ii) and from Remark 2.4. The theorem is proved. 
From Theorem 3.11 (i) we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let S be a closed symmetric operator, let n+(S) # 
n ~ (S) and let n + (S) + n ~ (S) < co. The C*-algebra C(6,) has afinite-dimen- 
sional irreducible representation 71 and dim rc 6 n + (S) + n _ (S). 
COROLLARY 3.12’. Let C(H) E d and let 6 be a closed *-derivation from 
& ino B(H) implemented by a closed symmetric operator S. Let T be a 
maximal symmetric b-extension of S. If 0 <n,(T) + n- (T) < 00, then 
n,(A) = 0 for all A E D(6) n C(H). 
Proof: By Theorem 3.9, rt7 extends to a bounded representation p of d 
in a finite-dimensional space A(T). Therefore C(H) c Ker p. 
Recently Nakazato [lo] generalized Theorem 3.1 l(iii)(b) and Corollary 
3.12’ for the case when d = C(H) and when max(n + (T), n_(T)) = co. 
THEOREM ([lo]). Zf d=C(H) and ifmin(n+(T), n-(T))<co, then T 
is a maximal symmetric operator and n,(A) = 0 for all A E D(6). 
Finally, we shall consider some conditions on the operator S such that S 
has a self-adjoint b-extension. A bounded operator B on H is antilinear and 
self-adjoint if 
B(x+y)=Bx+By, B( ix) = ~Bx, (Bx, Y) = (BY, xl. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let & be a C *-subalgebra of B(H) and 6 be a closed 
*-derivation from &’ into B(H) as in Theorem 3.11(ii) or (iii). Let S be a 
symmetric operator on H such that S # AI, D(S) is dense in H, and 6 E dis. 
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Let there exist a linear or antilinear bounded self-adjoint invertible operator 
B such that 
BD(S) = D(S) and W D(S) = PBS + PBN D(S), k PE@. (6) 
(i) Zf B is linear, then Ik( = 1 and kp + ji = 0. Zf B is antilinear, then 
either k= -1 or k= 1 and p=O. 
(ii) Zf B is linear and (k, p) # (1, 0), or if B is antilinear and Im p# 0 
ifk= -1, then n+(S)=n_(S). If, in addition, n+(S)+n-(S)<co, then S 
has a self-adjoint h-extension. 
Proof Let B be linear. From (6) it follows that 
BD(S*) c D(S*) and BS*j n(v) = @S*B + iWl.,s.,. (7) 
Restricting this to D(S), we obtain that 
BSI n(s) = (I= + /WI D(s). 
From this and from (6) it follows that (1 - lkl’) BSI DCsj = (kp + fi)BI DCsj. 
Since B is invertible and S # AZ, 
(kl = 1 and Rp+ji=o. (8) 
Let B be antilinear. From (6) it follows that 
BD(S*) c D(S*) and BS*( D(s*) = (kS*B+ d%,c,.,. (9) 
Restricting to D(S), we obtain that 
BSI D(S) = (kSB + ~41 D(s). 
From this and from (6) it follows that 
Therefore k = - 1 or k = 1 and p = 0 and (i) is proved. 
Let B be linear and x E N,. It follows from (7) that 
kS*Bx= (A-ji)Bx, 
so that BxEN,, where v=(A--p)/k. By (B), v=lk+p. 
Since B is invertible and BD(S) = D(S), we obtain from (6) that 
B-IS1 D(s)= (kSB-‘+W’)l.,,,. 
Then 
S*B-‘I,(,.,= (kB-IS* + jiB-‘)I D(P). 
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From this it follows that if XE Ni, then B-‘XE N,, where 0 = RA +j. 
Therefore BN, = N, and B-IN,, = Nj., where v = ,ik+p. If (k, p) # (1, 0), 
then it is always possible to find such ,? that Im 2 and Im v have different 
sign. It is well known that dim N, = dim N, if Im 1 and Im a have the same 
sign. Therefore 
n_(S)=dim NP,(S)=dim N,(S)=n+(S). 
Similarly, if B is antilinear, we obtain from (9) that for HEN, 
kS*Bx= (i-,u)Bx, 
so that BXE N,,, where v = (2 - p)/k. As in the linear case we have 
that BN,=N, and B-‘N,,=N,. If k=l and p=O, then v=Ar and 
n_(S) = n+(S). If k = - 1 and Im p # 0, then we can always find 1. such 
that Im i and Im v have different sign. As in the linear case we obtain that 
n-(S)=n+(S). 
Applying Theorem 3.11 (ii) and (iii) we complete the proof. 
Remark. (i) If B is antilinear, k = 1 and B2 = 1, then, by (i), ,u = 0 and 
B is an involution which computes with S. It is well known (see, for 
example, X11.4, Theorem 18 in [4]) that n+(S) = n_(S) in this case. 
(ii) Condition (6) can be expressed in terms of subspaces in HO H 
and linear or antilinear bounded operators on HO H as follows: there 
exists a linear or antilinear bounded self-adjoint invertible operator 
fi = (i;; i;;) on H 0 H such that for all t E @ 
B”,S+,12=M,.~+,(,,,,, 3”(f) E c, 
where I2 is the identity in B(H@ H). Then it can be proved that 
B,, = B,, =O, B,,D(S) = D(S), B,, = kB,, (in this case, however, k can 
only be k 1) and (6) holds for B = B,,. 
(iii) Let also BAB-’ E D(6) for all A E D(S). Set a(A) = BAB-’ if B is 
linear, or a(A)= BA*B-’ if B is antilinear. Then 51 extends to an 
automorphism (antiautomorphism) of ,d which preserves D(6). Now 
condition (6) can be expressed in terms of c( as 
d(dA 1) = k4&A)) for A E D(6). 
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